
As both a speaker and experienced 
workplace trainer, Glen is committed 
to delivering high impact and highly 
engaging presentations. Glen has the 
ability to connect with diverse audiences, 
tackling tough issues with humor, relevant 
& relatable storytelling, and simplicity. 
His clients and their audience are always 
priority #1.

HIGH ENERGY, ENGAGING,
INTERGENERATIONAL

KEYNOTE EXPERIENCE

GET READY FOR YOUR

SPEAKER, AUTHOR,
CULTURAL COMPETENCY NAVIGATOR

’’‘‘I‘ve had the pleasure of seeing Glen in action a couple of times and highly recommend him to any organization 
that’s in need of an engaging leadership development or cultural competency speaker. Audiences feel Glen’s 
unique ability to deliver insightful presentations with empathy and in a spirit of fun. His talks are practical with 
easy-to-implement tips that are excellent for shifting behaviors!

Crystal Washington   //   FUTURIST, AUTHOR, TECHNOLOGY KEYNOTE SPEAKER, CWM ENTERPRISES

play

Want to see Glen
in action?
Check out his reel:
glenguyton.com/reel



SPEAKING TOPICS
GLEN GUYTON delivers customized programs in keynote, workshop, breakout, and retreat format. He is also available to MC your 

event with over ten years in the event planning industry and over 20 years experience in entertaining large groups.

BOOK GLEN       www.glenguyton.com         

Glen shares difficult and complex information related to 
diversity, equity, inclusion and cultural competency with
diverse groups in a way that both informs and disarms.

PROGRAMS

’’‘‘

AVAILABLE FOR IN-PERSON & VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS

IMPERFECT HARMONY
Using DEI Strategies to 

Strengthen Team Dynamics

PARTICIPANTS WILL...
• Engage the five core values cultural 

competency brings to organizations.

• Explore how to navigate workplace 
mistakes related to cultural 
misunderstandings.

• Understand how culturally competent 
teams lead to an organizational 
hallelujah moment.

COME AS YOU ARE: 
BUT CHANGE FOREVER

Transforming Your Organization 
One Mind at a Time

PARTICIPANTS WILL...
• Leave with an expanded view of 

the benefits of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion in the workplace.

• Develop a common understanding of 
diversity, inclusion, and intercultural 
competence to help them achieve their 
organizational goals.

• Engage five tools to jumpstart a 
successful diversity, equity, and 
inclusion strategy in their organization.

REARRANGING THE ROOM
Responding Well to Cultural Shifts 

in the Workplace

PARTICIPANTS WILL...
• Explore the levels of culturally 

competent practices and how our 
behaviors impact client outcomes.

• Understand the three major reasons 
many diversity and inclusion efforts 
fail.

• Learn the challenges associated with 
shifting culture in organizations and the 
lifecycle of change efforts.

Glen also stood out to us with his Certified Virtual Presenter credential. As an organization making a pivot to a virtual 
event for the first time due to COVID-19, having an experienced virtual presenter for this topic was extremely important to 
us. Glen is one of the most engaging virtual speakers that I have seen and is completely deserving of the designation. He 
incorporated a wide variety of techniques, including the use of music, polls, audience participation, and more. The hour 
went by in a flash and everyone was engaged throughout the program.

Lindsey Flick Sullivan   //   HEALTHCARE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION EDUCATION MANAGER

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!  Discover a wider range of captivating 
topics and explore additional training and workshop options on 
Glen’s website.

VISIT GLENGUYTON.COM




